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1 Introduction
Individually optimal use of renewable natural resources is not necessarily e¢cient in that
it results in socially optimal levels of resource conservation. Indeed, even if resource
conservation does not have public good characteristics in the sense that some of its bene…ts
accrue to others than the actual resource owners for which no compensation takes place,
socially excessive resource use may be individually optimal in the presence of appropriation
externalities where increased resource extraction by one user reduces the net yield obtained
by other users either instantaneously, or over time (Ostrom et al. [5]: 11). The lack of
(su¢ciently well-de…ned and/or enforced) property rights has been identi…ed as one of
the major fundamental causes of, among others, biodiversity loss, either directly (through
overharvesting of a speci…c species) or indirectly through the excessive use of an ecosystem
that provides habitat to a variety of species. Whereas common-pool resources (where
access to the resource is limited to members of a community or a well-de…ned social
group) are not necessarily overexploited as local institutions may be su¢ciently e¤ective
in enforcing extraction and conservation decisions, in practice many of those common
pool resources are under threat of depletion.

The presence of extraction externalities implies that there is either a need for coor-
dination among resource users, or even cause for government intervention. Up to now,
most attention in the behavioral economics literature has been paid to the role of local
institutions aimed at bringing aggregate extraction e¤orts closer to the social optimum.
In particular, much attention has been devoted to decentralized sanctioning mechanisms,
where each individual group member can in‡ict a pecuniary punishment on any of his/her
fellow group members (Ostrom, Gardner and Walker [5], Ostrom, Gardner and Walker
[4], Keser and Gardner [2]). The main …ndings of this literature are that communica-
tion between group members substantially enhances e¢ciency of resource use (i.e., bring
harvesting levels much closer to the social optimum), but that decentralized sanctioning
punishment is highly ine¤ective. Indeed, Ostrom et al. ([4]) …nd that net e¢ciency (that
is, extraction bene…ts minus the costs of sanctioning and being sanctioned) decreases, but
even gross e¢ciency (the extraction bene…ts) fell; decentralized punishment was observed
to be motivated by emotions such as spite or revenge. Besides its low e¤ectivity, another
problem of decentralized enforcement is its questionable value as a policy enforcement
device. Therefore, we focus on a setting in which norm enforcement and violation sanc-
tioning is undertaken by a government agency only (and hence is centralized). To our
knowledge, this is the …rst paper studying centralized norm enforcement. We therefore
face a wide range of possibilities where to start identifying the crucial factors for the ef-
fectivity of such centralized enforcement. It is our purpose to bring our game formulation
as close to the problems of centralized norm enforcement as possible, while keeping the
game structure simple for experimental implementation reasons.

In brief, the situation we intend to model is that of a closed group of common pool users
who are informed by the government about a general norm, a limit on the resource use.
This norm corresponds to the socially optimal resource use. The government establishes
a local institution that should act on its behalf in enforcing the norm. The government,
however, cannot directly observe the behavior of the users or of the institution, hence
only …xed wage, independent of the performance of the institution can be given to the
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norm enforcers.
In practice, the results of government intervention in the management of renewable

natural resources are mixed. Although many factors can be identi…ed as possible causes
of intervention failures, in developing countries the lack of su¢cient …nancial means to
adequately monitor the use of (sizable) resources is prominent (Knox and Meinzen-Dick
[3]). Moral hazard issues (or principal agent problems) play an important role in the
sense that the government agency implementing actual resource management does not
always face appropriate incentives to prevent excessive harvesting. One solution proposed
in the literature is to stimulate local community involvement in the resource management
decisions by transferring rights and responsibilities to user groups (also referred to as
devolution), thus contributing to its long-term conservation.

We …nd this solution intriguing, as it represents a form of communication among the
resources users, which proved to be very e¤ective in improving the norm obedience in
experimental games. Therefore, we introduce (in one experimental treatment) also this
form of communication between group members: we allow that they can vote on the
incentive structure the government agency is confronted with.

In this paper we address the issue whether government intervention necessarily in-
creases e¢ciency of resource use, focusing exclusively on the extraction externality. We
develop a standard common-pool resource (CPR) experiment in which one agent’s in-
creased extraction reduces the return received by the other agents from their extraction
e¤orts. We assume perfect information on the part of the resource users concerning the
extraction activities of their fellow group members and model the situation as a …nitely
repeated game1. The e¤ectiveness of government intervention is analyzed by comparing
the e¢ciency of resource use achieved (i) in the absence of sanctioning, and (ii) in the
presence of a government agency (a ’police o¢cer’) who is able to sanction individual
group members if they are observed to extract more than is socially optimal. To focus
on the institutional setting, we also assume perfect information on the part of the po-
lice o¢cer. However, in our setting socially optimal levels of resource conservation are
not necessarily achieved as sanctioning is assumed to be costly and actual punishment is
probabilistic. To give a legal interpretation, taking group members to court is costly, and
even if there is evidence that they have violated the extraction norm, not all of them can
be convicted.

The e¤ectiveness of government intervention in the presence of moral hazard is ana-
lyzed by comparing two di¤erent incentive mechanisms for the police o¢cer. In one of
them, the police o¢cer’s wage is independent of whether she actively enforces the socially
optimal extraction, or not. More speci…cally, at the beginning of each round the police
o¢cer is provided with a budget that she can use to take norm violators to court, or
keep herself. In this setting, zero enforcement is individually rational. With respect to
the individual agents’ extraction decisions, the presence of a sanctioning threat which is,

1Herr et al. [1] compare behavior of experienced subjects in a static repated common-pool game and in
a truly dynamic common-pool game. In the repeated game, symmetric subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
is a better predictor of behavior than the e¢cient extraction. In the dynamic game, the extractions are
closer to the myopic prediction (calculated by ignoring the today’s extraction e¤ect on tomorrow’s costs)
than to the symmetric subgame perfect Nash Equilibrium. To eliminate the forward-looking and learning
problems in our experiment, we choose to study a static repeated game.
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however, never implemented, may induce erosion of cooperative behavior and may subse-
quently result in faster convergence to the Nash equilibrium. The alternative treatment
is one in which the police o¢cer is …nancially rewarded for her enforcement e¤orts as she
is allowed to pocket the sanctioning revenues. In this case, various game-theoretic pre-
dictions may arise, depending on the game parametrization, and we study one in which
only partial enforcement is achieved; given the …xed costs associated with taking norm
violators to court and the probabilistic outcome of the law suits, minor violations of the
norm may go unpunished.

Our main hypothesis is that the incentive to obey the norm can be reinforced if resource
users have some power over the police o¢cer’s incentive structure. We introduce the
possibility of resource users to vote on how the proceeds of the …nes should be used, that
is whether they should be allocated to the police o¢cer to induce enforcement or whether
they should ‡ow into the national treasury. The vote can signal consensus with respect
to individual resource extraction decisions, and hence may be able to bring aggregate
extraction levels even closer to the social optimum than in situation when the …nes are
always transferred to the police o¢cer, without the decision of the resource users.

The set-up of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the common pool
problem as a game. In sections 3 and 4 we discuss the game theoretic predictions of
the game without any enforcement, and of the game with centralized enforcement via an
additional player, a police o¢cer. We discuss two incentive structures of the police o¢cer:
one in which she is paid only …xed wage, and one in which she is paid a …xed wage plus
any …nes collected from users extracting more than the enforced norm. We also introduce
a game where the consensus among the users via majority voting determines whether the
collected …nes are burned or transferred to the police o¢cer. In section 5 we formulate
our game theoretic and behavioral hypothesis and in section 6 we present the experiment
design. In section 7 we discuss observations form the pilot experiment. Finally, section 8
concludes.

2 The model
The CPR game is modelled as follows. Individual members of a community (hereafter
referred to as ”users”) have an endowment of e¤ort, e; that they can allocate to resource
exploitation activities (the CPR) and an alternative type of activity, the outside option.
All N users are assumed to be identical. Individual extraction e¤ort of user i = 1; :::; N is
denoted byxi, and hence the amount of e¤ort user i devotes to the outside option is (e¡xi).
The outside option yields a …xed per-unit wage rate, w, and extraction costs are assumed
to be linear in e¤ort with marginal cost equal to c. In line with earlier work on CPRs (see
for example Ostrom et al. [5]), total revenues obtained from resource extraction in period
t, Rt; depend on the aggregate amount of harvesting e¤ort, Xt =

PN
i=1 xit, according to

the following equation:

R(Xt) = AXt ¡BX2
t : (1)

We assume the game to be static (in the sense that revenues in one period only depend
on the (aggregate) amount of extraction e¤ort exercised in that period), and therefore we
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drop time subscripts in the rest of this section.
The revenues from the common pool extraction ri received by user i are proportional

to his share in total extraction e¤ort:

r(xi; X) = xi
X
R(X) = xi [A ¡BX] (2)

The objective of user i who maximizes his own payo¤ can be written as:

max
xi2[0;e]

¼i(xi; X) = max
xi2[0;e]

fw (e¡ xi) +
xi
X

£
AX ¡BX2¤ ¡ cxig: (3)

Social welfare (measured as the unweighted sum of users’ payo¤s) is maximized if
aggregate extraction X equals to X¤; where:

X ¤ =
A ¡ c¡ w

2B
; (4)

and where we assume that A ¡ c ¡ w > 0. While the socially optimal resource use
does not exclude asymmetrical payo¤ distribution among the users, our benchmark for
social optimum is the equitable extraction level x¤ where

x¤ =
A¡ c¡ w

2NB
: (5)

In the absence of sidepayments, this extraction leads to both e¢cient resource extrac-
tion and equitable payo¤ distribution among the resource users.

3 Resource use in the absence of enforcement
Let us denote the CPR game in the absence of enforcement by G0: In absence of en-
forcement, user i maximizes (3) taking the aggregate extraction of all other users X¡i =P
j 6=i xj as given. Satisfying the following …rst order conditions is su¢cient at the opti-

mum:

@¼i(xi; X¡i)
@xi

= A¡ c ¡ w ¡B (xi +X¡i) ¡Bxi = 0 for xi > 0 (6)

Hence, user i’s best response function is given by:

xi(X¡i) =
1
2B

(A¡ c¡ w ¡BX¡i) : (7)

Graphically, the best response function is presented in Figure 1. In the …gure, the
weakly downward-sloping line is the best-response function of user i given the (aggregate)
extraction of all other users. The upward-sloping dashed line represents the symmetric
extraction function (where each user extracts the same amount of the resource). The
intersection of these two lines denotes the symmetric Nash equilibrium. The …gure is
drawn for the actual parameter values that we used in the experiment and both symmetric
social optimum, and equilibrium extraction levels are indicated.

We …nd that the Nash equilibrium extraction xNE equals to:
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Figure 1: Best response function of user i in game G0 for parameter values: N = 5;
A = 11:5; B = 0:15; c = 2; w = 0:5; e = 13: Dotted line: symmetric extraction in group.

xNE =
A ¡ c¡ w
B(N + 1)

: (8)

Comparing (8) to (5), we …nd that xNE > x¤, i.e. the resource is excessively extracted
in Nash equilibrium.

4 Resource use in the presence of enforcement
The fact that each individual user has an incentive to extract more than is socially op-
timal, implies that there may be a case for government intervention. The government
can announce an extraction norm and establish an institution, an agency overseeing and
enforcing the norm. We assume that the government announces the norm equal to the
socially optimal extraction level x¤ as de…ned in (5) and pays a …xed wage to a police
o¢cer in order to enforce this norm. The government’s inability to directly observe the
behavior of the resource users or to monitor extensively the activities of the police o¢cer
as norm enforcer are expressed in the …xed wage o¤ered to the police o¢cer. Given the
informational constraints, the government cannot do better than paying a …xed wage.
This, however, is at the core of the moral hazard problem arising at the local enforcement
level. The police o¢cer, whether actively enforcing the norm or not, receives her wage.
In this section we will study in detail three institutional variations of this delegated norm
enforcement.

The police o¢cer is entitled to prosecute users who extract more than the norm. We
assume that the police o¢cer has perfect information with respect to individual extraction
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decisions, but has to incur costs when taking norm violators to court. More speci…cally,
we assume that the costs of …ling a ’law suit’ equal K (K > 0), independent of the
number of resource users violating the norm and taken to the court. This cost may be
understood as the cost the the police o¢cer’s time spent at work when the police o¢cer
does not spend the e¤ort to prosecuting each individual separately, but rather targets the
e¤ort, say, to an area where evidence on the norm violation can be found. Whenever the
police o¢cer spends his time in this way, he is simultaneously collecting evidence on any
norm violator. The outcome of this activity, and therefore also the outcome of the law
suit is assumed to be probabilistic, where each of the norm violators faces a probability p
(0 < p · 1) that he will be convicted and be forced to pay a …ne. The parameter p may
be understood as a description of the physical process of evidence collection by the police
o¢cer. For example, if the police o¢cer is a part of forest management scheme, then p
measures the likelihood of intercepting an illegal wood collector when the police o¢cer
actively guards the forest. The larger the forest, the lower p; the probability that a norm
violator is caught in the process of violating the norm.

The objective function of user i (3) needs to be adjusted to incorporate (expected)
…nes in case his extraction level exceed norm x¤. Hence, user i’s objective function reads
as:

max
xi2[0;e]

¼i(xi; X) = w (e¡ xi) +
xi
X

£
AX ¡BX2¤ ¡ cxi ¡Mpf maxf(xi ¡ x¤); 0g (9)

where f is the …ne levied for each unit of xi in excess of the norm x¤,M is an indicator
function that denotes whether the police o¢cer decides to take norm violators to court
(M = 1) or not (M = 0), and p is the probability that norm violators are convicted when
taken to court. Here, p is assumed to be given, but M is a choice variable of the police
o¢cer.

We investigate the implications of introducing a government agency in two cases, one
where police o¢cer is not allowed to keep the …nes collected in court (the money ‡ows
directly to the central treasury and dissipates from the groups’ viewpoint), and one in
which the police o¢cer is allowed to keep …nes collected in court. Depending on the
game parametrization, the incentive of the police o¢cer to enforce the socially optimal
extraction levels may be very di¤erent in these two cases. We discuss them in a detail in
the following two subsections.

4.1 Centralized sanctioning where …nes are burned
Let’s analyze the case in which a police o¢cer is appointed by the government, and her
only income is a …xed wageW . Any …nes collected by the police o¢cer ‡ow into the central
government’s treasury and hence, from the viewpoint of the users, can be considered as
being burned. Let us denote this CPR game by GB: Taking norm violators to court is
costly for the police o¢ce, and hence there is no incentive for her to enforce the social
norm. Indeed, her payo¤ equals W ¡K in case she takes one or more norm violators
to court, and W if she does not enforce the norm. A money-maximizing police o¢cer,
therefore, will set M = 0 with probability 1 in equation (9), and the privately optimal
extraction level for each resource user will be xNE .
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4.2 Centralized sanctioning where …nes are transferred to the
police o¢cer

Let’s analyze the case in which a police o¢cer is appointed by the government, receives a
…xed wage W and additionally all …nes collected in court. We denote the game GA: The
police o¢cer observes extraction levels of all users, and decides whether to start the law
suit procedure (M = 1), or not (M = 0). Starting the procedure implies incurring a …xed
cost K, and the expected bene…ts G equal

PN
i=1maxf0; pf (xi¡x¤)g. Allowing the police

o¢cer to pocket the …nes collected in court may result in the police o¢cer being more
active compared to the case where the …nes are burned and hence reduce the equilibrium
extraction levels compared to games G0 and GB.

However, depending on the parameter values K; p and f, the introduction of this en-
forcement type does not necessarily implement the social optimum. As mentioned before,
the parameter p can be seen as exogenous characteristics of the environment (the success
rate of collecting evidence of a law suit may depend on how accessible the monitored area
is etc.), and parameter f as policy device of the government (the ”strictness” of the law).
Because of various reasons (the …ne has to …t the crime etc.) it may not be feasible to
increase the expected …ne to a level where social optimum is enforced in Nash equilibrium.
For this reason, we choose in the experimental parametrization values that lead in game
GA to only partial improvement upon games G0 and GB: The advantage of this set-up
from experimental viewpoint is our ability to distinguish equilibrium behavior (partial
improvement upon G0 and GB) from disequilibrium behavior (full improvement upon G0
and GB).

We therefore …x the parametersK; p and f such that in game GA; there is a symmetric
equilibrium where all resource users choose the same extraction x̂ such that x¤ < x̂ < xNE.
The police o¢cer is expected to take norm violators to court if the net expected bene…ts
of doing so are positive. In symmetric equilibrium where every user extracts x̂, police
o¢cer will set M = 1 if:

Npf (x̂¡ x¤) >K; (10)

Therefore, if all users choose x̂ = x¤+(K=Npf ), the police o¢cer is indi¤erent between
taking and not taking the group to court. The social optimum can be implemented if
the costs of …ling a law suit are zero, in which case all group members choose x¤ and the
police o¢cer’s income equals W . Symmetric equilibrium extraction will be higher (i) the
higher the costs of …ling a law suit K, (ii) the smaller the group N (due to the …xed-costs
nature of taking any number of norm violators to court), (iii) the smaller the likelihood
of being convicted p and (iv) the lower the …ne per unit of excessive extraction f .

In Figure 2, we focus on the case when all users extract in equilibrium the same amount
of the resources, which is higher than the socially optimal level, but lower than the Nash
equilibrium level in the absence of enforcement. We use the parametrization as in the
experiment. Given xj ¸ x¤; the combinations of xi and X¡i for which, given X¡i; taking
the users to court is ex ante pro…table for the police o¢cer for any xi; are indicated by
the shaded area.

There are two best response functions depicted in the …gure, denoted by I. and II.,
whereby the …rst is conditional upon the police o¢cer setting M = 1 and the second is
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Figure 2: Best response function of user i in game GA for parameter values: N = 5;
A = 11:5; B = 0:15; c = 2; w = 0:5; e = 13: Shaded area: assuming xj ¸ 6 for any j 6= i;
police o¢cer sets M = 1:

conditional upon the police o¢cer setting M = 0: The best-response function of user i
depends now not only on the aggregate extraction of the other group members, but also
on whether the aggregate behavior triggers the police o¢cer to be active, or not:

xi
¡
X¡i; ¹M

¢
=

1
2B

(A¡ c¡ w ¡BX¡i ¡ ¹Mpf)

where ¹M = 1 if K < pf
P
j(xj ¡ x¤) and xi > x¤; and ¹M = 0 otherwise.

The downward sloping boundary of the shaded no-enforcement region denotes the
combinations of xi and X¡i for which the ex-ante revenues of enforcement just fall one
extraction unit short of being equal to the …xed costs of enforcement, K . The best
response function of user i (under the condition that any user j 6= i extracts xj ¸ xi)
is the broken line denoted in the …gure ABCDEF: For su¢ciently low levels of X¡i,
user i can put in all his e¤ort endowment into extraction activities (xi = e) without
triggering the police o¢cer to become active (fragment AB). For somewhat higher levels
of X¡i, user i is constrained by the region where the policeman sets M = 1 (fragment
BC). Increasing extraction above this boundary leads to punishment by the policeman.
For even higher levels of X¡i, user i extracts levels that lead to court decision by the
police o¢cer (fragment CD), then again boundary of the punishment region is bounding
(fragment DE): Finally, for very high levels of X¡i; user i decreases the extraction even
below x¤ in order to mitigate the amount of negative external e¤ects of the group on
his payo¤. We note that this best response function is drawn under the constraint that
all group members other than i extract in the region where X¡i > (N ¡ 1)x¤ at least
x¤: This restriction is not relevant when we look for a symmetric equilibrium in which
every user extracts a level above the norm. It is a restriction nevertheless in the sense
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that introducing the police o¢cer means that user i0s payo¤ depends now not only on the
aggregate behavior of the other users, but also on the distribution of the extraction levels
among the other users. The same aggregate extraction amount may for some distribution
trigger the police o¢cer to set M = 1; and not trigger the policeman (i.e. M = 0) for
another distribution.

The symmetric Nash equilibrium where every user extracts xi = x̂ is the one where
each user puts in so much e¤ort that it is not pro…table for the police o¢cer to take the
group to court, but only just so.

4.3 The voting game
In the previous two sections, we discussed whether government intending to enforce a
socially optimal level of common pool extraction can improve users’ behavior by estab-
lishing a norm enforcer. We considered situation in which, even if the …nes collected by
the police o¢cer represent a part of the police o¢cer’s income, full norm enforcement
of the norm is not an equilibrium outcome. In this section we address the question if
delegation of power over the police o¢cer’s incentives to the resource users improves the
behavior as compared to the games discussed by now. In particular, we consider that
the users have the power to vote on the use of the norm enforcement revenues, and may
decide to transfer them to the police o¢cer or not.

The game is a …nitely repeated CPR game with an additional police o¢cer player and
a pre-play voting stage. Before the game, there is a publicly announced norm of behavior
for the common pool resources users which corresponds to the socially optimal extraction
level of the resource. This norm is to be enforced by a police o¢cer who faces costs of
taking the group to the court, i.e. e¤ectively sanctioning the group. Let us denote this
CPR game by GV :

As in games GA and GB, the police o¢cer player observes in every round the users’
extraction choices and decides whether to take the users to court, or not. If the police
o¢cer chooses to take norm violators to court, she has to pay a …xed cost, and collects
with positive probability a …ne from of any of the users who extracted more than the
norm. The random draw is independent across users and across rounds. The …ne is a
…xed per unit …ne levied on the excess of the extraction over the norm.

In the pre-play voting stage, the users decide ex-ante what happens with the …nes
collected by the police o¢cer. The …nes can either be transferred to the police o¢cer who
collects them (as in Game GB), or the money is ”burned” (as in Game GB). Hence, the
…rst case corresponds to discussion in section 4.2 and the second to section 4.1.

The decision-making in one round of game GV proceeds in three stages. In the …rst
stage (voting), all N users vote whether the money collected as …nes in stage three shall
be transferred to the police o¢cer or not. In the second stage (extraction), the police
o¢cer and all users observe the outcome of the voting. The users choose independently
and simultaneously their extraction levels. In the third stage (court), the police o¢cer
decides whether to take the group to court, or not. If the police o¢cer chooses to take
the group to court, she has to pay …xed cost (K > 0) and collects a …ne with probability
p 2 [0; 1] from any user extracting more than the norm. The …ne is either transferred
to the police o¢cer, or burned, depending on the voting outcome in stage 1. Before
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proceeding to the next round, the users are informed whether the police o¢cer took the
group to court or not. The users as well as the police o¢cer learn the extractions and
…nal payo¤s (including any …nes) of all users.

In the voting stage, user i votes by submitting vi 2 f0; 1g where i votes for transfer-
ring the …nes levied at the end of the period under consideration to the police o¢cer if
vi = 1; and votes for burning them otherwise. Majority voting yields the police o¢cer’s
information set I 2 fy; ng, where I = y if

P
i vi >

N
2 and I = n otherwise. For the

purposes of analyzing the behavior after the voting, only the behavior after these two
information sets is relevant. The police o¢cer observes each user’s extraction e¤ort and
decides whether to take all norm violators to court, or not.

To analyze the extraction stage, consider …rst the subgame in which collected …nes
(if any) are not transferred to the police o¢cer, but burned, I = n. User i observes the
police o¢cer’s information set and chooses extraction xi 2 [0; e]: As discussed in section
4.1, the police o¢cer chooses not to take the group to court in this case. The users
correctly anticipate this, and choose an extraction level corresponding to the extraction
level of the static Nash equilibrium of the one-shot common pool game without any voting
or monitoring, xi = xNE :

Consider now the subgame in which collected …nes (if any) are transferred to the police
o¢cer, I = y. User i observes the police o¢cer’s information set and chooses extraction
xi 2 [0; e]: As discussed in section 4.2, the strategy choices by the police o¢cer and the
users depend on the particular parametrization of the game. Setting the parameters as
in section 4.2, the symmetric equilibrium extraction level of each user x̂ is such that the
police o¢cer is just not expecting su¢cient …ne collection to take the group to the court,
and chooses not to take the group to the court.

The voting game in the parametrization that we introduce in the experiment has two
types of symmetric Nash equilibria, in which all users choose the same extraction e¤ort.
In one type, it is the case that none or at most one user submit a vote vi = 1: In this is the
case, no user can be pivotal in changing the voting outcome from ”not transfer the …nes to
the police o¢cer” to transfer the …nes to the police o¢cer”. In this equilibrium, xi = xNE
for any i = 1; :::; N and M = 0: In the other type of symmetric equilibrium, it is the
case that three or more users submit a vote vi = 1: The outcome of the voting is that the
collected …nes are transferred to the policeman, and for the experimental parametrization,
this implies xi = x̂ for any i = 1; :::; N and M = 0:

5 Hypothesis
Base on the analysis in the previous sections, we can formulate the following game theo-
retical hypothesis.

Nash equilibrium hypothesis

1. In game G0; user i = 1; :::; N chooses in Nash equilibrium extraction x0i = xNE :

2. In game GB; user i = 1; :::; N chooses in Nash equilibrium extraction xBi = xNE :

3. In game GA; user i = 1; :::; N chooses in Nash equilibrium extraction xAi = x̂:
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4. In game GV ; user i = 1; :::; N chooses in Nash equilibrium extraction xVi = x̂ if
M = 1 and xVi = xNE if M = 0:

Hence, the game theoretical prediction for the extraction levels is as follows: x0i =
xBi ¸ xVi ¸ xAi ; or equivalently, ¼0i = ¼Bi · ¼Vi · ¼Ai : The equilibrium analysis predicts
that the e¢ciency (in terms of the optimal resource extraction) is highest in game GA,
weakly lower in game GV and lowest in games GB and G0:

Ine¤ective enforcement (comparing G0 and GB)
From a theoretical point of view, the game with ine¤ective centralized enforcement

GB predicts same behavior in equilibrium as the game without any enforcement of the
norm. However, from a behavioral point of view, two hypotheses can be formulated why
the two experiments are likely to di¤er.

1. The police o¢cer may be motivated by spite, and does occasionally take norm
violators to court. This is more likely (i) the larger the number of resource users
violating the norm, (ii) if one particular resource user is observed to consistently
extract more than the social norm), and (iii) the lower the …xed costs of enforcement,
K. Therefore, actual extraction levels may be closer to the social optimum, and
hence centralized enforcement is e¤ective at least to some extent.

2. The resource users correctly anticipate that the police o¢cer will not be active (as
long as K is not equal to zero), and will be even more aggressive than in the no
sanctioning game. In that case, CPRs would be better protected when refraining
from intervention than by introducing a government agency that is not likely to be
very active in enforcing the norm.

Coordination and consensus value of voting (comparing GA and GV )
The behavior of players converges faster to the second best extraction x̂ in game GV

than in game GA due to the additional role the voting stage has for the players: namely
the role of coordinating their beliefs and expectations.

6 Experiment design
In March 2002, we run a pilot experimental session implementing the CPR gamesG0 and
GV discussed in the previous sections. In the experiment, we framed the situation as a
division of endowment of tokens, hypothetical experimental units, into two ”markets”:
one in which the payo¤s depend on own action and the aggregate action of the group
(the market with externalities) and another in which the payo¤ depends purely on own
action. In the vote treatment, we described the player representing the norm enforcement
institution as ”police o¢cer”.

In the experiment, all payo¤s were in points, and experiment participants were in-
formed about the exchange rate from points to real money. In the experiment, 1000
points were worth 15 EURO.

In the following, we refer to the game G0 as ”base treatment” and to the game GV
with a centralized enforcement and voting about the budget of the police o¢cer as ”vote
treatment”.
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Undergraduate students of social sciences (business administration and linguistics)
without previous experience with game theory participated in the pilot experiment. The
language of the experiment was English. The experiment was fully computerized. The
program was written in z-Tree experiment toolbox designed by U. Fischbacher.

After arriving for the experiment, 20 participants were randomly seated at computer
cubicles separated by blinds. Any communication during the experiment was prohibited.
The participants received instructions for the base treatment experiment (see Appendix),
the payo¤ table (see Table 3) and an instruction sheet describing the screens of the
computer program. The instructions were read aloud by the experimenter. Afterwards,
each participant had to solve a computerized test consisting of four simple questions
targeting the understanding of the payo¤ table. All participants answered the questions
correctly without further instructions.

Then, the experiment participants were randomly (by the computer) matched into
four groups, each consisting of …ve members, and played 15 rounds of the base treatment.
Afterwards, they were informed that another experiment will take place, but only for
18 of them. Two subjects were randomly drawn from the pool, and individually and
anonymously paid out, while 18 remaining subjected received instructions to the second
experiment. The instructions (for Vote treatment, see Appendix) were read aloud by
the experimenter. Subjects were also informed that after this experiment, the session is
…nished and they will be paid out.

Then, the experiment participants were randomly (by the computer) matched into
three groups, each consisting of …ve group members and one police o¢cer, and played 15
rounds of the vote treatment. Players were then anonymously paid out. In the experiment,
the participants collected points for their decisions according to the payo¤ table. In total,
they earned a participation fee of 5 EURO, plus money for points collected in the base
treatment, plus money for points collected in the vote treatment. In the experiment, on
average a participant earned 15 EURO.

7 Pilot experiment
Base treatment G0

In the 15 rounds of the base treatment, a subject collected on average 285 points (19
points per round), whereas the Nash equilibrium benchmark prediction equals to 322.5
points (21.5 points per round). That means that the subjects on average achieved a payo¤
lower than the Nash equilibrium payo¤ (around 88% of the Nash equilibrium benchmark),
as observed previously in other experimental studies.

This observation is interesting in the light of the announcement that we made prior
the experiment in the experiment instructions. In particular, we pointed out to the
participants the socially optimal extraction level:

We would like to draw your attention to the fact that you and the other
group members can earn the maximal number of points together if each group
member puts 6 tokens in Market I. Note, however, that if each other group
member puts 6 tokens in Market I, that means that the others put together 4
times 6 = 24 tokens in Market I, it is best for you to put all your 13 tokens in
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Market I. Please, verify this in the table now. Therefore we remind you that
you and the other group members can earn the maximal possible number of
points in any round only by putting 6 tokens in Market I and trusting that
the others do the same.

It seems that this form of recommendation did not in‡uence subjects’ behavior. The
mere appeal to the social optimum was not su¢cient for its implementation in a group
lacking prior (and future) social history2. The lacking in‡uence of the appeal to the
socially optimal level of extraction is demonstrated also in the fact that in Period 1, only
three out of 20 subjects chose the socially optimal extraction level. On average, 8.4 tokens
were extracted in period 1. In later rounds, this number does not oscillates very much,
and on average, 10.3 tokens are extracted per period, slightly above the Nash equilibrium
benchmark equal to 10 tokens. Most often, however, an individual extracts the maximum
of 13 tokens. In the data, we fail to …nd any support for trying to sustain cooperative
behavior and extraction levels below the individually rational extraction levels.

It seems that this is due to highly opportunistic behavior of the experiment subjects.
Until last period, the spread between the highest earning and lowest earning individual
in a group remains non-trivial, and di¤erent from zero. That means that instead of
converging to some (symmetric) extraction level across all group members, the di¤erences
in extraction levels among group members persist. These di¤erences are highest in all
four groups in round 1. While in the four groups, the average lowest extraction level is
between 6.6 and 8, the average maximum extraction level is in all groups very close to 13.
That means that all groups in the experiment contained ”opportunist” individuals, who
tried to free ride on the ”nicer” extraction levels of other group members. Such behavior,
necessarily, erodes any e¤orts to sustain the socially optimal mode of behavior.

Vote treatment GV
The average payo¤ per round and subject before any court decision is 21.3, i.e. some-

what below the symmetric Nash equilibrium benchmark (90% of the benchmark). We
note here that in the vote treatment, the symmetric Nash equilibrium benchmark de-
pends on whether a group voted for transferring the …nes to the policeman (in which case
the benchmark is x̂ = 30:5) or not (in which case the benchmark is xNE = 21:5).

Using the experimental data, we …nd that in 9 stage games, the group’s voting outcome
is such that the policeman will receive the …nes (out of 45 stage games played altogether
in the pilot experiment). However, it is the case that only one out of the three groups in
the experiment behaved in this way (in rounds 4, 5, 6 and in each round from round 10
till the end of the game).

In 6 out of 9 cases when the vote decided that the policeman will receive the …nes, the
policeman paid the …xed cost of taking the group to the court.

Moreover, the policeman took the group to the court also four times when the group
decided that the policeman will not receive the …nes (twice in round 2, and once in round

2We hypothesize that the same holds for groups endowed with such social history, when asking to adapt
a fully new norm. We do not formally test this hypothesis, as the element of controlled environment,
characteristic for experments on economi decision making is lost. Nevertheless, we admit the importance
of thsi point, and intend to search for relevcant data in previous experiments in the …eld of socila
psychology.
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4 and in round 9). Based on the scarce data, any predictions are risky, but it seems that
the policeman behave largely rational, i.e. they are active only if the expected gains from
taking the group to the court outweighed the losses.

After court decision in the vote treatment is taken into account, the average payo¤ is
19.6. The di¤erence between the vote and base treatment is small, and before collecting
more data, we do not want to speculate whether there is (on aggregate level) any di¤erence
between the treatments.

On average, 9.8 tokens are extracted from the resource in the vote treatment, and as
in the base treatment, most often extracted amount is the maximum of 13. However, we
observe a higher inclination to choosing the advised social optimum: a user chooses the
extraction of 6 in 38 cases out of 225 choices we observe in the vote treatment (17%),
while this occurs only in 18 cases out of 300 choices we observe in the base treatment
(6%). Despite this, the variation in behavior in the vote treatment is very similar to that
observed in the base treatment. In every group, the average minimum extraction level is
7, which is below the individually rational prediction of the Nash equilibrium, and the
average maximum extraction level in any group is 12.6, far above this prediction.

8 Conclusions
Comparing the base and vote treatment, we …nd in both cases on average support for Nash
equilibrium play, and hardly any support for the socially optimal disequilibrium behav-
ior. Introducing instruction about the socially optimal extraction level in the experiment
instructions did not a¤ect signi…cantly the behavior of the group.

Moreover, it seems that also the introduction of the voting stage which, as we hy-
pothesized, might serve as a social coordination device for the group, does not perform
unambiguously towards the e¢ciency increase. Still, we …nd some support in the data to-
wards improvement. In particular, 17% as compared to 6% of the extraction levels are at
the socially optimal level in the vote treatment compared to the base treatment. However,
the individual variation in behavior is large in both base and vote treatment. In both
cases, free riding behavior is present. Despite the presence of individuals extracting (on
average) lower amounts that those predicted by Nash equilibrium, their ”conservationist”
strategy is outweighed by the excessive resource use by the other group members. Walker
et al. [6] used the voting mechanism in eliciting socially optimal mode of behavior but in
their paper, the implementation of the voting outcome is exogenously imposed, whereas
we implement voting only as a coordination device. Nevertheless, we expected voting to
be rather e¤ective coordination device. From theoretical viewpoint, the equilibrium in
which the policeman does not receive the …nes is payo¤ dominated by the equilibrium
in which the policeman receives the …nes. Moreover, it is not robust against mistakes,
or occasional experimenting. A user who believes that less than two of the other four
votes are going to vote for transferring the …nes to the police o¢ces is indi¤erent between
voting for the transfer or voting against it. By this logic, the user may well vote for the
transfer, hence there is an equilibrium re…nement support for the ”good” equilibrium, in
which the policeman receives the …nes. For reasons that we have to investigate in a more
detail, this line of argument is not supported by the data we collected by now.
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It is a question of future investigation and experimental data collection before we
can make conclusive statements about the e¤ectiveness of the centralized enforcement
mechanism in enforcing socially optimal behavior. One indication for the start we obtain
is that the moral hazard problem of the centralized enforcement institution indeed seems
to be stronger than it is the case with decentralized norm enforcement (c.f. public goods
games with decentralized punishment).

In addition to the questions analyzed by now, the propensity to cooperate or defect
depends on the stakes associated with resource management. If resource users are highly
dependent on the revenues obtained from the CPR, the bene…ts of cooperation are higher,
but also the bene…ts of excessive harvesting in case other resource users comply with the
social optimal extraction norm. Therefore, changing the degree of dependability provides
an interesting comparative static with respect to, especially, the voting behavior: are
resource users more likely to vote for improved monitoring incentives if resource depend-
ability is high, or less? It is a question of future research to analyze the sensitivity of
voting behavior by changing the relative pay-o¤ from CPR extraction to the pay-o¤ of
investing e¤ort in an outside market where a …xed wage can be earned.

9 Appendix

9.1 Instructions for participants (Base treatment)
Introduction

You will now participate in an experiment on economic decision-making. The experiment will last
approximately 1.5 hours. You will be paid after the experiment. No other experiment participant will
learn how much you earned. You will be paid 5 EURO for your participation PLUS any additional
earnings you will make in the experiment. How much you earn crucially depends on your decisions in the
experiment.

During the whole experiment, you are not allowed to talk to other participants. Disobeying this rule
results in your exclusion from the experiment.

In the following experiment, you will participate in a game consisting of 15 rounds. After the
experiment, you will be paid all what you earned in the 15 rounds of the game. In the game, you
will be in a group with four other participants of the experiment. You will not learn the identity of the
other members of your group.

Game description
The game has 15 rounds. At the beginning of every round, you will receive 13 tokens. In every round,

you will be asked to divide these 13 tokens between two markets: Market I and Market II. Observe that
you have to divide all your 13 tokens. Therefore if you put X tokens in Market I, you put automatically
13 - X tokens in Market II. In the experiment, therefore, you will be asked to make one choice: the choice
how many tokens you put in Market I. It is then automatic that you put 13 – X tokens in Market II.

You will earn points for the tokens you put in Market I and Market II. Your earning in one round is
the sum of the points you earn in Market I and Market II. Your earning in the game is the sum of all the
points you earn in the 15 rounds of the game. During the experiment, all your earnings are in points.
At the end of the experiment, you will be paid real money for the points you earned in the game. The
exchange rate is: 10 points = 15 cents, 1000 points = 15 EURO.

Earnings
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Now, we will explain how you earn points for the tokens you put in Market I and Market II.
Earnings in Market I
The number of points you earn for the tokens you put in Market I depends on how many tokens you

put in Market I and how many tokens the other four group members put in Market I. For every token
you put in Market I, you receive 9 points. You also have to pay costs when using Market I. The costs
depend on how many tokens in total all group members (including you) put in Market I: for every token
in Market I, whether put in by you or by somebody else, you have to pay a cost of 0.15 points.

Your total earnings in Market I, if you put X tokens in Market I, and the other four group members
put together Y tokens in Market I, are 9*X – 0.15*(X+Y).

Earnings in Market II
The number of points you earn for the tokens you put in Market II depends only on how many tokens

you put in Market II. For every token you put in Market II you receive 0.5 points. There are no costs for
using Market II. Your total point earning in Market II, if you put X tokens in Market I, are 0.5*(13 – X).

Total earnings in one round
The total number of points you earn in one round is the sum of points earned in Market I and Market

II, that means
9*X – 0.15*(X+Y) +0.5*(13 – X).
EARNINGS TABLE
When making your decisions, you can refer to the table in front of you. The table contains the

number of points you earn in total in Market I and Market II for di¤erent combinations of the number
of tokens you put in Market I and the other four group members put in Market I. Please, have a look at
the table 3 now.

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52

0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

1 15.4 14.8 14.2 13.6 13 12.4 11.8 11.2 10.6 10 9.4 8.8 8.2 7.6

2 23.9 22.7 21.5 20.3 19.1 17.9 16.7 15.5 14.3 13.1 11.9 10.7 9.5 8.3

3 32.2 30.4 28.6 26.8 25 23.2 21.4 19.6 17.8 16 14.2 12.4 10.6 8.8

4 40.1 37.7 35.3 32.9 30.5 28.1 25.7 23.3 20.9 18.5 16.1 13.7 11.3 8.9

5 47.8 44.8 41.8 38.8 35.8 32.8 29.8 26.8 23.8 20.8 17.8 14.8 11.8 8.8

6 55.1 51.5 47.9 44.3 40.7 37.1 33.5 29.9 26.3 22.7 19.1 15.5 11.9 8.3

7 62.2 58 53.8 49.6 45.4 41.2 37 32.8 28.6 24.4 20.2 16 11.8 7.6

8 68.9 64.1 59.3 54.5 49.7 44.9 40.1 35.3 30.5 25.7 20.9 16.1 11.3 6.5

9 75.4 70 64.6 59.2 53.8 48.4 43 37.6 32.2 26.8 21.4 16 10.6 5.2

10 81.5 75.5 69.5 63.5 57.5 51.5 45.5 39.5 33.5 27.5 21.5 15.5 9.5 3.5

11 87.4 80.8 74.2 67.6 61 54.4 47.8 41.2 34.6 28 21.4 14.8 8.2 1.5

12 92.9 85.7 78.5 71.3 64.1 56.9 49.7 42.5 35.3 28.1 20.9 13.7 6.5 -0.7

13 98.2 90.4 82.6 74.8 67 59.2 51.4 43.6 35.8 28 20.2 12.4 4.6 -3.3

POINTS EARNED IN MARKET I AND MARKET II
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Total number of tokens put in Market I by the other FOUR group members

Figure 3: Payo¤ table distributed to the experiment participants.

In the …rst column (in grey color), you …nd all possible number of tokens you may put in Market I.
In the experiment, you can choose any integer number between 0 and 13, that means numbers 0,1,. . . 12,
13. Suppose, for example, you decide to put 4 tokens in Market I.
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In the …rst row (in grey color), you see the numbers of tokens the other four members of your group
may put in Market I. Suppose, for example, you think that the other four group members will put in
Market I in total 12 tokens.

Look in the table for the intersection of the chosen line with 4 tokens and column with 12 tokens.
You …nd that if you put 4 tokens in Market I and the other four members put in total 12 tokens in Market
I, you earn in Market I and Market II together 32.9 points.

Observe in the table the following:You can always make sure to earn 6.5 points in any round by
putting no tokens in Market I. You can, however, potentially earn more points if you put some tokens in
Market I. How many points you earn, however, depends crucially on the behavior of the other members
of your group. If, for example, you put all your 13 tokens in Market I, you may earn 98.2 points, when
the other group members do not put any tokens in Market I. On the other hand, you loose 3.3 points,
if the other group members behave the way you do, and put all their tokens in Market I. Other group
members a¤ect how many points you earn, and you a¤ect how many points others earn. We would like
to draw your attention to the fact that you and the other group members can earn the maximal number
of points together if each group member puts 6 tokens in Market I. Note, however, that if each other
group member puts 6 tokens in Market I, that means that the others put together 4 times 6 = 24 tokens
in Market I, it is best for you to put all your 13 tokens in Market I. Please, verify this in the table now.
Therefore we remind you that you and the other group members can earn the maximal possible number
of points in any round only by putting 6 tokens in Market I and trusting that the others do the same.

Note that in the experiment, you and the other four members of your group will decide on the division
of the tokens at the same time. Therefore, you will not know at the moment of your decision how many
tokens the other members of your group put in Market I. You can only make a guess.

After all group members made their decisions, you will …nd out how many tokens each group member
put in Market I. You will also …nd out how many points each group member earned.

COMPUTER SCREENS
We will now explain how you will make your choices on the computer. Have a look at Figure “Screen

1”.
Here you will decide how many tokens you put in Market I. Use the keyboard to type in one of the

numbers 0, 1,. . . ,12, 13 in the active …eld, and then con…rm your choice by pressing OK. Warning: Before
pressing OK, make sure your choice is correct. You cannot change your decision after you press OK.

After pressing OK, you will be asked to wait till all experiment participants are …nished. The
experiment continues only after all experiment participants pressed OK, therefore we kindly ask you not
to delay your decision too much. For every decision, time indication of one minute is shown in the header.
After this time expires, you are repeatedly asked to submit your decision, or press OK button.

For your information, you will see in the lower part of Screen 1 two history tables. The history
tables contain information on how many tokens each group member put in Market I and how many
points he/she earned in the previous rounds. In round 1, these …elds will be empty. Information about
yourself is always in the second column of the table, denoted “me”. In the columns three to six, you …nd
information about the remaining four group members. Due to the anonymity, the columns are denoted
only x, xx, xxx, and xxxx. Note that these labels remain the same for each group member over the whole
game. For example in the column denoted “xx”, you will always …nd information about one and the
same group member, but you will not learn his/her identity.

After you press OK, a waiting screen will appear. After all experiment participants press OK, Screen
2 will appear.

Have a look at Figure “Screen 2”.
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Here you will …nd a table with information on how many tokens each group member put in Market
I in this round and how many points he/she earned. Press OK, when you are ready to continue. The
experiment continues only after all experiment participants pressed OK, therefore we kindly ask you not
to delay it too much.

Please, raise your hand if you have questions at this moment. Note however that we do not answer
questions of the type “what shall I do in the experiment?” - it is your own decision. We, however, are
happy to answer questions about the way your points are calculated or how the computer program works.

The experiment will now begin with a short test to make sure that everybody understands how the
points are earned. Use your tables to answer the following questions. After all experiment participants
answered all questions correctly, the experiment will begin.

9.2 Instructions for participants (Vote treatment)
You will now continue in this experimental session. In this second experiment, you will make similar
decisions as in the …rst experiment. You will also make some guesses, as we explain later. After this
experiment, today’s experimental session is …nished and you will be paid out.

YOUR TOTAL EARNINGS IN TODAY’S EXPERIMENTAL SESSION will be 5 EURO partici-
pation fee, PLUS all your earnings in the …rst experiment, PLUS plus all your earnings in this second
experiment, plus a premium for the correctness of your guesses.

In this experiment, you will be in a group with …ve other participants of the experiment. These are
not the same participants as before. You will not learn the identity of the other members of your group.
Again, you will participate in a game, this time consisting of 30 rounds. In this game, you will be either
a police o¢cer or a group member for the whole game. You will …nd out whether you are a police o¢cer
or group member at the beginning of the experiment.

You will make DECISIONS and GUESSES in this experiment. DECISIONS determine how many
points you earn in the markets. You will make GUESSES about the decisions by the other group
members. The total number of your correct guesses divided by the number of all your guesses determines
the percentage of the correctness premium you will receive. The correctness premium is 5 EURO. For
example, if 50% of all your guesses are correct, you will receive at the end of the experiment 50% of the
correctness premium of 5 EURO, that means 2,5 EURO. Note: In each screen at the computer where
you make decision, you can …nd out whether you are making a GUESS or a DECISION in the title of
the screen.

The role of group members
The role of the group members is the same as before: At the beginning of each round, each group

member receives 13 tokens and is asked to divide them between two markets: Market I and Market II.
The way group members earn points in the markets is the same as in the previous experiment and you
will use the same earnings table as before.

The role of the police o¢cer
There is one police o¢cer for every …ve group members. He/she also receives 13 tokens in every

round. However, he/she cannot put any tokens in Market I or Market II. All tokens of the police o¢cer
go to Market III. The police o¢cer receives 2 points for every token in Market III, that means that the
he/she receives 13*2=26 points at the beginning of every round.

The police o¢cer observes how many tokens each group member put in Market I. The police o¢cer
then may decide to take the group members to court. If the police o¢cer decides to take the group to
court, he/she has to pay a cost of 19 points AND each group member who put more than 6 tokens in
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Market I, faces a possibility to pay a …ne. The computer “‡ips a coin” for every group member who
put more than 6 tokens in Market I. Those group members for whom “heads” is the outcome, what
happens with probability one half, will have to pay a …ne of 3.6 points for every token put in Market I by
that group member above 6 tokens. For example, if a group member put 8 tokens in Market I, and the
policeman takes the group to the court, and the coin ‡ip is “heads”, then this group member has to pay
the …ne of (8-6) times 3.6 points, that means 7.2 points. These points are subtracted from the earnings
of that group member.

Note, that even if the police o¢cer chooses to go to court, he/she may succeed in collecting …nes
from some group members who put more than 6 tokens in Market I, but not necessarily of all such group
members. What happens with the …nes collected by the policeman depends on the decision of the group
members. This decision takes place BEFORE the police o¢cer makes any decision, as we explain below.
The police o¢cer either keeps the …nes collected, or he/she does not keep the …nes.

We now describe one round in sequence.
One round
One round of a game consists of three stages.
1.VOTING:The group members vote what happens with the …nes collected in stage 3.
2. DIVIDING TOKENS: The group members decide how many tokens to put in Market I.
3. COURT: The police o¢cer decides whether or not to take the group to court.
1. VOTING: decision of the group members
See Figure “Screen 1 – Group members”. The group members vote by pushing the button “yes” or

the button “no” at the screen. If a majority of the group, that is 3, 4, or 5 group members vote “yes”
in some round then the if the police o¢cer decides to go to the court in stage 3, he/she keeps any …nes
collected in stage 3. If a majority of the group, that is 3, 4, or 5 group members vote “no” in some round
then the if the police o¢cer decides to go to the court in stage 3, he/she does not keeps any …nes collected
in stage 3.

1. VOTING: guess of the police o¢cer
See Figure “Screen 1 – Police o¢cer”. While the group members make voting decision, the police

o¢cer guesses the outcome result of the voting. This guess does not a¤ect the payo¤ of the group
members, only the policeman’s correctness premium received at the end of the experiment.

2. DIVIDING TOKENS: decision of the group members
See Figure “Screen 2 – Group members”. The group members are asked to divide 13 tokens between

Market I and Market II. This takes place in the same way as in the previous experiment.
2. DIVIDING TOKENS: guess by the police o¢cer
See Figure “Screen 2 – Police o¢ce”. While the group members divide the tokens between Market I

and Market II, the police o¢cer guesses how many of the group members will put more than 6 tokens in
Market I. This guess does not a¤ect the payo¤ of the group members, only the policeman’s correctness
premium received at the end of the experiment.

3. COURT: guess by the group members
See Figure “Screen 3 – Group members”. The group members guess whether the police o¢cer will

take the group to court. This guess does not a¤ect the payo¤ of the policeman, only the group members’
correctness premium received at the end of the experiment.

3. COURT: decision by the police o¢cer
See Figure “Screen 3 – Police o¢cer” The police o¢cer observes how each group member divided

his/her tokens between Markets I and II. The police o¢cer then decides to take the group to court or
not. If the police o¢cer does not take the group court, no …nes are collected. If the police o¢cer takes
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the group to court, he/she has to pay the cost of 19 points. The computer then ‡ips separately a coin for
every group member who put more than 6 tokens in Market I. Those, for whom “heads” is the outcome,
have to pay the …ne of 3.6 points for every token above 6 tokens in Market I.

Payo¤s
The payo¤ of the police o¢cer depends on the voting in stage 1 and whether he/she decides to take

the group to court. The police o¢cer earns: 26 points in Market III, minus 19 points if he/she take the
group to court plus …nes if he/she does take the group to court and voting determined that he/she keeps
them.

The payo¤ of the group member is: points earned in Market I and Market II, minus the …ne of
3.6 points for every token above 6 tokens in Market I, if the police o¢cer takes the group to court and
computer coin ‡ip is “heads”.

Please, raise your hand if you have any questions at the moment.
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